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 mp4 and E-AC-3 .mkv files, can be fully automatically transcoded by Adobe's video codec platform, without the need to mix and match between Premiere Pro's codecs and Dolby's codecs. Also, for a better experience, Adobe has improved the audio codec handling and done more work in audio processing to ensure best-in-class Dolby Digital Plus 5.1 content compatibility. “This is a pioneering
effort to build Dolby Digital Plus 5.1 content on Adobe Premiere Pro,” said Gary Rydstrom, Dolby Labs’ Senior Vice President, Chief Technology Officer. “More and more consumers are adding Dolby Digital Plus 5.1 to their home media entertainment systems and they want to be able to control and share their content on the widest range of devices, from Internet-enabled TVs to set-top streaming

boxes. This is the first time Dolby’s entire digital cinema audio platform is integrated into a complete video production workflow. And it’s the first time Dolby’s professional multichannel audio production workflow is coupled with Adobe’s powerful multimedia editing platform. This is a true breakthrough in digital media workflow and we’re very excited about this new integrated approach.” Premiere
Pro CC is the newest version of the most powerful NLE. Its strengths include professional features and performance for video and audio editing. It is the only NLE that can work with high-resolution video footage shot by the Red and Cintiq Pro line of hardware from Apple and other companies. It also includes the latest in editing technologies, including multicam editing, direct to timeline, track
mattes, luma keying and advanced transitions. Additionally, the new CC version of Premiere Pro includes many of the software benefits of Adobe's Creative Cloud, including cloud-based access to design tools and services such as Photoshop, InDesign and Illustrator. In June 2016, Adobe introduced Premiere Pro CC with the Creative Cloud for an annual subscription fee of US$19.99/month or

US$299.99/year. The subscription included access to all of Adobe's Creative Cloud apps and services. Adobe Creative Cloud is an all-in-one subscription that gives customers access to the full suite of design, content creation, business tools and online services. Creative Cloud includes the desktop versions of Adobe Creative Suite, Creative Cloud Libraries and Creative Cloud Muse. Other software In
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